Introduction
Since at least the 1960s, deontic logicians and ethicists have worried about whether there can be normative systems that allow conflicting obligations (Brink 1994 , Chellas 1980 , Gowans 1987b , Lemmon 1962 , Marcus 1980 , McConnell 2010 , Pietroski 1993 , Sinnott-Armstrong 1988 , van Fraassen 1973 , Williams 1965 . Many of these worries stem from problems that show a tension between a normative system allowing conflicting obligations and plausible logical principles for such a system. This has led to a rich literature in deontic logic concerned with developing logics that allow conflicting obligations while still validating a number of desirable inferences (Goble 2009 , Hansen 2005 , Horty 2003 , McNamara 2004  Goble forthcoming provides a survey).
On the other hand, issues concerning how we may reason with conflicting obligations have received little direct attention. This is somewhat surprising because cases that illustrate compelling patterns of reasoning have been an important source of evidence about what the correct principles of deontic logic are. And while these cases certainly are a good source of evidence about this, they provide even more direct evidence for what the principles of good reasoning are.
For example, consider the case of Smith, a citizen of a just country. Smith's country requires him to fight in the army or perform alternative public service. So Smith ought to fight or serve. Smith is also deeply religious. Smith's religion is committed to pacifism so it requires him not to fight. So Smith ought not to fight. Given that Smith ought to fight or serve and that Smith ought not to fight, we may conclude that Smith ought to serve (cf. van Fraassen 1973, p. 18; Horty 1993, p. 73; Goble 2004, p. 80) . 1 In Smith's case, it is good reasoning to conclude 'Smith ought to serve' from 'Smith ought to fight or serve' and 'Smith ought not to fight'. This means (perhaps among other things) that if we permissibly believe that Smith ought to fight or serve, permissibly believe that Smith ought not to fight, and come to believe that Smith ought to serve by competently reasoning from these beliefs, we permissibly believe that Smith ought to serve. 2 More generally, Smith's case illustrates that the pattern of reasoning from 'it ought to be that a or b' and 'it ought to be that not 1 In this case the obligation to fight or serve is based on the law and the obligation to not fight is based on religious commitments while the resulting obligation to serve is not solely based on either of these sources. So while some cases in which obligations derive from different sources involve 'ought's with different meanings, Smith's case shows that other cases involve 'ought's with the same meaning and that there are patterns of good reasoning concerning these kinds of 'ought's (cf. Goble forthcoming, pp. 112-13). My discussion in this paper only applies to this second kind of case involving 'ought's with the same meaning. Thanks to the referee who pressed me to be clear about this.
a' to 'it ought to be that b' is a pattern of good reasoning. 3 This pattern of good reasoning involves performing disjunctive syllogism 'under several "ought"s'.
We can illustrate another pattern of good reasoning by considering the following case concerning a speeding law. The law sets the speed limit on major streets at fifty miles per hour.
So drivers ought to drive less than fifty miles per hour. Given that drivers ought to drive less than fifty miles per hour, we may conclude that drivers ought to drive less than one hundred miles per hour (cf. Cariani forthcoming, n. 1).
In this speeding law case, it is good reasoning to conclude 'Drivers ought to drive less than one hundred miles per hour' from 'Drivers ought to drive less than fifty miles per hour'.
More generally, the speeding law case illustrates that the pattern of reasoning from 'it ought to be that a' to 'it ought to be that b' when a entails b is a pattern of good reasoning.
Having used these two cases to identify two principles of good reasoning, we are now in a position to see why it is worthwhile to pay attention to issues concerning reasoning about conflicting obligations. It is worth paying attention because these two principles suggest that we cannot fruitfully reason with conflicting obligations.
To see this, let us begin by supposing that there are conflicting obligations. In particular, let us assume that it ought to be that a and that it ought to be that not a. According to the second principle of reasoning that we identified, we may conclude 'it ought to be that a or b' from 'it ought to be that a' because a or b follows from a. Next according to the first principle of reasoning that we identified, we may perform disjunctive syllogism 'under several "ought"s'. So we may conclude 'it ought to be that b' from 'it ought to be that not a' and 'it ought to be that a or b'. Thus, our principles of reasoning taken together look to entail that we may reason from conflicting obligations-'it ought to be that a' and 'it ought to be that not a'-to an explosion of obligations-'it ought to be that b' for any b.
This result suggests that we cannot fruitfully reason with conflicting obligations.
Reasoning that leads to explosion would be fruitless because agents who engage in such reasoning would be committed to thinking that there is no important distinction between claims of which it is true that they ought to hold and those of which it is false. And since no interesting normative system fails to treat this distinction as important, the fact that reasoning with conflicting obligations commits us to treating this distinction as unimportant should make us reluctant to believe that there are conflicting obligations. More conservatively, even if we would like to allow for the abstract possibility that there can be conflicting obligations of some sort, the fact that we cannot fruitfully reason with them suggests that these kinds of obligations cannot play an important role in our lives.
In short, it is worth paying attention to issues concerning reasoning because advocates of conflicting obligations have a problem making sense of how we may reason with such obligations. They face the problem of telling us how to reason with such obligations without reasoning explosively.
More generally, even those who do not believe in conflicting obligations have reason to be interested in this problem. This is because there are analogs of it for other important normative notions as well. For example, consider the notion of a reason. We can use Smith's case and the speeding law case to motivate analogous principles of reasoning for reasons by simply substituting 'there is a reason to do' for 'it ought to be that' in these cases and noticing that the resulting reasoning is intuitively acceptable. Since it is a platitude that reasons can conflict, this shows that everyone faces the problem of understanding how to reason with normative notions that allow for conflicts (cf. Goble 2009, pp. 454-8) . And the solution that I will develop in this paper can be generalized so that it applies to the notion of a reason. That said, this generalization will not be obvious and I will not have the space to present it here. 4 Instead, I will focus exclusively on the issue of conflicting obligations because it, unlike the issue of conflicting reasons, has been subject to considerable discussion.
In particular, I will present an account of reasoning with obligations on behalf of the advocate of conflicting obligations. This account not only explains why explosive reasoning is bad reasoning but also explains why the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case are pieces of good reasoning that are neither enthymematic (that is, reliant on a suppressed premiss)
nor equivocating (that is, starting with an 'ought' that means one thing and ending with an 'ought' that means something else). The account is closely connected to the popular idea in ethics that reasons explain obligations and not only solves this problem, but also looks like a promising general theory of reasoning with conflicting obligations.
In order to make the case for my account, I begin in section 1 by considering whether we can make use of the rich literature on conflicting obligations in deontic logic to solve our problem. I argue that no deontic logic can solve our problem based on two structural features of the logical consequence relation (cut and monotonicity). Having used this argument to reject the most obvious potential solutions to our problem, I turn to developing my own account. I begin by presenting the popular idea in ethics that reasons explain obligations in section 2. While this idea does not directly give us an account of reasoning, I show in section 3 how to develop a plausible account of reasoning with conflicting obligations that is closely connected to this popular idea.
This account of reasoning solves our problem. And it does so, in part, by entailing that the 'reasoning consequence relation' does not share the structural features of the logical consequence 4 The key first component of this generalization is independently motivated in Nair MS-a.
relation. These are the main results of this paper. The remainder of the paper is dedicated to extending these ideas by looking at other problems about reasoning (Sect. 4), considering alternatives to my account (Sect. 5), and drawing an important moral about the bearing of my account of reasoning on issues in deontic logic (Sect. 6).
Deontic logic and the problem
I began the paper by noting that substantial attention has been paid to the task of providing an adequate logic of conflicting obligation. I also noted that logicians have used cases that illustrate patterns of good reasoning like Smith's case and the speeding law case as an important source of evidence about what the correct principles of deontic logic are. It is unsurprising, then, that a problem analogous to the reasoning problem that I just presented has been discussed in this literature (Goble 2009, p. 459) .
This suggests that a promising strategy to solve our problem about reasoning is to mine the resources of this rich literature in deontic logic. We might use one of the logics to provide an account of reasoning by claiming that we may reason in ways that correspond to valid inferences according to the logic of our choice. For this strategy to be successful, we would need to find a deontic logic that claims that the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case correspond to valid inferences, but explosive reasoning does not.
In this section, I argue that this seemingly promising strategy is actually hopeless: no deontic logic could say that the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case correspond to valid inferences while the explosive reasoning does not.
'Logic'
In order to make this argument, I must begin by clarifying what I mean by 'logic' when I say that no deontic logic could get us the results that we want. As I will use 'logic', a logic allows us to define a logical consequence relation. conditions A ├ ϕ (where this is read as 'ϕ is a logical consequence of A').
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And as I will use 'logical consequence', a logical consequence relation is intended to capture when ϕ deductively follows from A. That is, we should say that A ├ ϕ only if the truth of the sentences in A guarantees the truth of ϕ. In other words, the claim that A ├ ϕ tells us that an argument with the sentences in A as premisses and ϕ as a conclusion is a valid argument in the sense of 'valid' that we are all taught in Logic 101.
Of course, this is not the only reasonable way to use 'logic'. John Burgess notes another important usage:
Among the more technically oriented 'logic' no longer means a theory about which forms of argument are valid, but rather means any formalism, regardless of intended application, that resembles a logic in the original sense enough to allow it to be usefully studied by similar methods. (2009, p. viii) The sense of 'logic' Burgess identifies is wider than the sense that I have identified. 6 And in fact, the view I will go on to defend could be fairly called a deontic logic in this wider sense of 'logic'. While this way of discussing my view is unobjectionable to my ears, I have found that it often obscures the import of the arguments of this paper as well as the central features of the account of reasoning that I will go on to develop. For this (purely pragmatic) reason, I will adopt the more narrow usage of 'logic' that I identified in the previous paragraphs.
The argument
Having clarified what I mean by 'logic', I am in a position to state the main claim of this section more precisely. The claim is that no deontic logic in this narrower sense of 'logic' just identified can solve our problem. In this subsection, I will argue for this claim.
Properties of logical consequence My argument begins by isolating two claims about
logical consequence that any deontic logic must accept. The first claim is that if ϕ is a logical consequence of A, then ϕ is a logical consequence of A together with any other claim, β. We can see why any deontic logic must accept this by noting that this claim just amounts to the obviously true claim that if A guarantees the truth of ϕ this must mean that A and β together also guarantee the truth of ϕ. This feature of logical consequence is often called monotonicity:
where we understand A, β as shorthand for A ∪ {β}.
The second claim is that if β is a logical consequence of A and ϕ is a logical consequence of A and β together, then ϕ is a logical consequence of A. While this claim is more complicated than the claim that logical consequence is monotonic, it is also a claim that any deontic logic must accept. After all, this claim just amounts to saying that if A guarantees the truth of β and A and β together guarantee the truth of ϕ, then A guarantees the truth of ϕ. This feature of logical consequence is often called cut:
Thus, any deontic logic must define a logical consequence relation that is both cut and monotonic.
1.2.2
Why deontic logic cannot solve the problem I now want to make use of this result to show that no deontic logic can solve our problem. Our problem, recall, was to develop an account that says the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case correspond to valid inferences but explosive reasoning does not.
The good reasoning in Smith's case was reasoning from 'it ought to be that a or b' and 'it ought to be that not a' to 'it ought to be that b'. And the idea of using deontic logic to solve our problem says that it can explain this reasoning by showing that it corresponds to a valid inference. In symbols, the idea that the reasoning in Smith's case corresponds to a valid inference is the idea that the following claim holds:
where O is read as 'it ought to be the case that', the connectives ∨, ¬ are understood as they usually are, and lower case italicized letters such as a, b, c etc. are for atomic sentences.
Analogously, we said that the speeding law case illustrated that it is good reasoning to conclude 'it ought to be that β' from 'it ought to be that α' when α entails β. For the purposes of my argument, I will only need to discuss the special case of this inference that involves concluding 'it ought to be that a or b' from 'it ought to be that a '. 7 In symbols, the idea that this reasoning corresponds to a valid inference is the idea that the following claim holds:
Thus, ODS ├ and ODI ├ are formal statements of the idea that the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case correspond to valid inferences.
To use deontic logic to solve our problem, we must find a deontic logic that accepts ODS ├ and ODI ├ but rejects explosive reasoning. Unfortunately, as I will now argue, there is no such deontic logic.
As I have already explained, every deontic logic defines a cut and monotonic consequence relation. I now will make use of this fact to show that if we assume ODS ├ and ODI ├ hold we can derive that explosive reasoning corresponds to a valid inference. So begin by assuming that ODS ├ and ODI ├ , here numbered (1 ├ ) and (2 ├ ) respectively, hold:
Monotonicity, recall, tells us that we may add a sentence to the left and keep what is on the right.
So we can get (3 ├ ) by adding O(a) to the left of (1 ├ ) and similarly get (4 ├ ) by adding O(¬a) to the left of (2 ├ ):
Cut then allows us to derive the result that explosive reasoning corresponds to a valid inference from (3 ├ ) and (4 ├ ). To see this, notice that (4 ├ ) is of the form A ├ β:
So cut tells us that A ├ ϕ:
(5 ├ ) says that inferring 'it ought to be that b' from 'it ought to be that a' and 'it ought to be that not a' is a valid inference.
This shows why the strategy of mining the resources of deontic logic to solve our problem is hopeless. After all, for that strategy to work it must show that the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case correspond to valid inferences even though explosive reasoning does not. But this derivation shows that it is impossible for the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case to correspond to valid inferences without explosive reasoning corresponding to a valid inference.
And in fact this result tells us something more general than this. It tells us that if we are to solve our problem, the relation of good reasoning or the 'reasoning consequence relation' must not be both cut and monotonic. For if it were both cut and monotonic, then a parallel argument would show that it cannot be that the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case is good reasoning without it also being true that explosive reasoning is good reasoning.
Of course, cut and monotonicity are non-negotiable for a logical consequence relation.
For a reasoning consequence relation, however, they are negotiable. Monotonicity about reasoning says that, if you may reason to ϕ from A, then you may reason to ϕ from A plus anything. In essence, this means that learning something new cannot make it so you have to take back any of your old conclusions. Monotonicity for reasoning is negotiable simply because it is sensible to wonder whether learning something new might make it so you have to retract your old conclusions.
Similarly cut about reasoning says that if you may reason to β with the premisses A and you may reason to ϕ with the premisses A and β, then you may reason to ϕ with only the premisses A. This basically means that you can draw the same conclusions whether you arrive at β as a conclusion or have it from the start as a premiss. Much like monotonicity, cut is negotiable because it is at least sensible to ask whether premisses really do play the same role in our reasoning as conclusions. 8 Thus, while solving our problem with deontic logic is impossible because the logical consequence relation is both cut and monotonic, it may yet be possible to solve our problem about reasoning. What we need to do to solve this problem is develop an account that entails that the reasoning consequence relation is not both cut and monotonic. So what I will do is develop such an account.
Reconsidering the problem
But before we turn to my account, we may wish to try out a different strategy that allows us to stay closer to the idea of using deontic logic to solve our problem. The strategy is to solve our problem by claiming that the reasoning in either Smith's case or the speeding law case is enthymematic or equivocating reasoning.
Of course, these are simple examples where we have clear judgements that we are dealing with non-enthymematic and non-equivocating reasoning. So rejecting these judgements without some good independent reason would be an ad hoc solution to our problem (cf. Goble
2009, pp. 466-7)
. But we have just seen that the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case cannot correspond to valid inferences if we are to avoid saying that explosive reasoning corresponds to a valid inference. And it is tempting to think that this is a good independent reason for rejecting our judgements that our reasoning in these cases is non-enthymematic and non-equivocating.
As tempting as this line of thought might be, it is too quick. What makes the thought too quick is that it is not generally true that we should be willing to reconstrue some apparently good piece of reasoning as enthymematic or equivocating if we find that it does not correspond to a valid inference. Remember we are using 'valid inference' to pick out an inference from A to ϕ such that the truth of the sentences in A guarantees the truth of ϕ. But there are many forms of reasoning that do not involve only inferring what is guaranteed to be true. For instance, we engage in inductive reasoning and common sense reasoning (for example, concluding 'John smokes' from 'A reliable witness told me that John smokes'). Such reasoning does not correspond to some valid inference but this is not a good reason to reject our judgement that these types of reasoning are forms of good non-equivocating and non-enthymematic reasoning.
To give one example that displays just how implausible the suggestion that we are currently discussing is, consider the idea that the reasoning from 'A reliable witness told me that
John smokes' to 'John smokes' is enthymematic. This idea would say the reasoning from 'A reliable witness told me that John smokes' to 'John smokes' is good reasoning because it relies on a suppressed premiss, p, and the inference to 'John smokes' from p and 'A reliable witness told me that John smokes' is a valid inference.
But consider what p would have to be in order for this inference to be valid. One thing it could be is 'Reliable witnesses always tell the truth'. But this claim is obviously false and rational agents do not generally accept it. So if the reasoning from 'A reliable witness told me that John smokes' to 'John smokes' implicitly relies on a premiss like this, then, far from explaining why this is good reasoning, the strategy of treating this reasoning as enthymematic would conclusively show this reasoning is bad. Of course, we can consider other candidate premisses. But all of the examples that I can think of are unacceptable for reasons similar to the one just given or end up making the explicitly given premiss essentially irrelevant (for example, an implicit premiss like 'The thing the reliable witness said is true'). For this reason, it is implausible to explain all forms of good reasoning as equivocating or enthymematic for reasoning that corresponds to a valid inference.
That said, since these forms of reasoning do not correspond to valid inferences, we may wonder what explains why they are forms of good reasoning. And in fact, one way of understanding what philosophers are up to when they are tackling the (new and old) riddle of induction is to understand them to be trying to answer a question like this (Hume 1739, Bk. 1, Pt. 3, Sect. 6; Goodman 1955, Ch. 3) . But the example of induction also teaches us that taking questions about what explains why a certain form of reasoning is good reasoning seriously and not yet having fully worked out answers to such questions should not undermine our confidence that this form of reasoning really is good.
In light of this, I conclude that we should continue to take Smith's case and the speeding law case to provide us with strong evidence that certain patterns of reasoning with obligations are patterns of good reasoning. What I will do in the next two sections is develop an account of reasoning that entails that the reasoning in these cases is good reasoning. And while my account does not provide a fully worked out story of what explains why this reasoning is good, it will at least shed some light on this question.
The popular idea from ethics
In order to develop my account of reasoning with obligations, it will help to first say something about the nature of obligation itself. And for that, I turn to the popular idea in ethics that reasons explain obligations (Dancy 2004 , Nagel 1970 , Parfit 2011 , Raz 1975 , Scanlon 1998 .
Versions of the popular idea
I am not going to be arguing for the popular idea in ethics in this paper. Instead, I will simply be assuming that it is true. In fact, I will be assuming that a particular version of it is true and the primary task of this section is to explain the version of this view that I will be assuming is true.
We get different versions of the idea that reasons explain obligations by considering different accounts of how reasons explain obligations. Unfortunately, while the idea that reasons explain obligations is popular, no particular version of this idea enjoys the same celebrity. To illustrate, one account that has been discussed is that we explain why you ought to do a by showing that you have better reasons to do a than to do any alternative to a. Though one of the virtues of Horty's account is how detailed it is, I will only introduce a simplified version of it in this paper. 9 While I can develop my account of reasoning using the full details of Horty's system, such details are distracting for our purposes. We are not trying to develop the best version of the popular idea in ethics in this paper. I simply want to make use of this idea from ethics to develop an account of reasoning. So all we require are those details that we will need to develop our account of reasoning.
|~H orty
We can start to get a feel for this simplified version of Horty's account by noticing that it is not just any reasons that explain obligations. I might, for example, have a reason to watch television all day. But it is usually not true that I ought to do this. Instead, I usually ought to do something else like teach my students, work on a paper, or clean my house. And this is generally because my reasons to do these things are much better than my reasons to sit at home and watch television all day. Now Horty's account can tell us how reasons of different strength interact with one another. But since we are interested in understanding reasoning in this paper and not the strength of reasons, we will not worry about how we determine whether one reason is better than another. Instead, we will take it for granted that there is a class of good or undefeated reasons where an undefeated reason is understood to be a reason that is not worse than any reason that is incompatible with it.
Since we will later use these ideas from ethics in developing our account of reasoning and since I will want to be able to compare this account with the ideas from deontic logic that we discussed earlier, I will need to introduce a bit of formalism. So far all I have done is point out that the notion of a good reason plays a role in Horty's system, so let me introduce a formal device for discussing good reasons. I will write !(α) for 'there is a good reason for it to be the case that α'. And for simplicity once again, we will not bother with formally representing what the reason is.
Since we will often be interested in what we ought to do in cases where we have more than one reason, it will also be helpful to have a formal device for a set of good reasons. I will use ℜ for such a set. Finally, it will be helpful to have a way of picking out the thing that we have a good reason to do (for example, 'I go to the store' in 'there is a good reason for it to be the case that I go to the store'). So let me define a function Consequent that allows us to do this:
Consequent[!(α)]=α
It is also useful to generalize this so that we can take a set of claims about what there is a good reason to do and return a set of those things that there is a good reason to do: rather on what follows from some 'most inclusive' consistent subset of reasons. Since this idea can be hard to get your head around when it is stated this abstractly, it may be useful to have a heuristic that lets us think about this idea in less abstract terms. So think of it like this: A rational agent treats the things she thinks she has good reasons to do as goals and what such a rational agent ought to do are the steps in a plan that allows her to achieve those goals. In cases where she has incompatible good reasons, she has incompatible goals. So there is no single plan that can accomplish all of them. A 'most inclusive' consistent set of reasons is a collection of goals that is consistent and such that you cannot add more goals to that collection without making it inconsistent. This is the most inclusive set of goals that can be accomplished by a single plan.
And so what follows from some such set can be thought of as a step in a plan that helps achieve the most inclusive set of goals that she can achieve with a single plan.
Formally, we say a set of good reasons, ℜ, includes incompatible reasons when the things we have good reason to do are inconsistent-that is, when Consequent[ℜ] is inconsistent. And we will treat the idea of a 'most inclusive' consistent subset of a set of reasons as a maximal
A is maximal consistent subset of B iff (1) A ⊆ B, (2) A is consistent, and (3) it is not the case that there is a C such that C is consistent and A ⊂ C ⊆ B.
What we have said is that what you ought to do is what is entailed by some maximal consistent subset. We will use the logical consequence relation of ordinary propositional logic ├ PL as our formal model of entailment. This allows us to define a relation |~H orty between a set of good reasons, ℜ, and a claim about what we ought to do, O(α), that holds just in case the set of good reasons explains the obligation:
This then is the idea of how reasons explain obligations that we will be using. And I will refer to this particular version of the popular idea in ethics by the name Reasons Explain Obligations or REO for short. Thus, I will be assuming REO is correct in what follows. 13 And in the next section I will build my account of reasoning on this idea about the nature of obligation.
Comparison to deontic logic
Before I go on to do develop the account of reasoning that will solve our problem, I want to take a moment to spell out the relationship between REO and the results about deontic logic in section 1. REO is a metaphysical thesis about the relationship between reasons and obligations.
As such, it does not directly define a logical consequence relation between obligations in the way a deontic logic does.
However, we can use the resources of REO to define a relation that tells us when a collection of obligations guarantees the truth of another obligation: one obligation will guarantee the truth of another just in case any collection of reasons that can explain why the first obligation holds suffices to explain why the second obligation holds. This leads to the following definition of a relation ├ Truth that tells us when a collection of obligations guarantees the truth of another obligation:
A ├ Truth ϕ iff for all ℜ such that ℜ |~H orty α for all α∈A, ℜ |~H orty ϕ Thus, ├ Truth is a relation that tells us when one obligation guarantees the truth of another.
Given the way that we have defined ├ Truth , it does not take much work to prove that it must be both monotonic and cut. And given our results from section 1.2, this means that we cannot say that the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case correspond to truth guaranteeing inferences without saying that the explosive reasoning corresponds to a truth guaranteeing inference. Let us consider then which of these inferences corresponds to a truth guaranteeing inference and which of these does not.
The reasoning in the speeding law case does correspond to a truth guaranteeing inference.
Formally, this means that the following claim is true:
And it is not hard to see why it is. After all, this claim will be true if any collection of reasons Smith's case from 'it ought to be that a or b' and 'it ought to be that not a' to 'it ought to be that b' does not correspond to a truth guaranteeing inference. And it shows that the explosive reasoning from 'it ought to be that a' and 'it ought to be that not a' to 'it ought to be that b'
This means that REO and ├ Truth alone do not allow us to provide an account that solves our problem about reasoning. But what I will show in the next section is that the ideas that I have introduced in this section together with certain other assumptions do allow us to develop an account of reasoning with conflicting obligations. Of course, this is just a statement of the account. So in the remainder of this section, I
How to reason with conflicting obligations
motivate it (Sect. 3.1) and demonstrate that it solves the problem (Sect. 3.2).
Motivating the account
There are two reasons why this account is plausible. The first reason is that it jointly satisfies two desiderata. The second is that it provides a plausible picture of reasoning. reasoning and it doesn't mean that when 'it ought to be that a' is your premiss it means the same thing as 'there is a good reason to do a'. Rather it is just that the conclusions that you can draw from 'it ought to be that a' are the same as the conclusions that you can draw from 'there is a good reason to do a'.
First reason
The second desideratum for an account of the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case is that it should fit well with REO. Of course, as I have emphasized, REO is, in the first instance, a metaphysical theory about the nature of obligation and not a broadly epistemology theory about deontic reasoning. That said, it is still natural to want your metaphysics and your epistemology to fit well together.
And my account of deontic reasoning does fit closely with REO because it builds on REO
with the help of the two further claims that I took on board. The fact that my account jointly satisfies these desiderata adds to its plausibility. And since my account rests on REO and two further claims and since we are taking REO for granted, the fact that my account of deontic reasoning satisfies these desiderata lends plausibility to the two further claims that I am making.
Second reason
My second reason provides a direct illustration of the plausibility of my account. The way to see this is to return to our heuristic about planning.
Consider then two ways an account of deontic reasoning might tell you to treat your
premisses. An account of deontic reasoning could tell you to treat the things your premisses say that you ought to do as goals of a plan or as steps in a plan. In particular, if your premiss in deontic reasoning is that you ought to do a, an account could tell you to treat a as a mere step in your plan or treat a as a goal. But if all you know is that you ought to do a, then it seems that you should structure your planning around a like you would structure your planning around a goal. If all you know is that you ought to do a, then a seems like it should have this kind of guiding role in your planning. This suggests that an account of deontic reasoning should tell you to treat the things your premisses say that you ought to do as goals.
If we think of deontic reasoning in this way and plausibly assume, as we did in section For this reason, I think there is some plausibility to the idea that rational agents reason well when they to treat the premiss 'it ought to be that a' as playing the same role in their reasoning as 'there is a good reason to do a'. This is not, of course, a full account of what justifies this reasoning strategy. But this is analogous to the situation that we find ourselves in with regard to other forms of reasoning such as inductive reasoning and common sense reasoning. For these forms of reasoning, we do not have a fully worked out story of why they are forms of good reasoning either.
That said, my account does shed at least some light on why the deontic reasoning we engage in is good reasoning by satisfying the two desiderata and by presenting a plausible picture of what such reasoning consists in. Because of this, I believe that the account of deontic reasoning that I have offered has some independent plausibility. And as I will now demonstrate, it solves our problem.
Solving the problem
To do this, we will need to develop the account that I have just presented informally in enough formal detail (Sect. 3.2.1) to verify that it entails that the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case is good reasoning but explosive reasoning is not (Sect. 3.2.2). And we will 14 So the conclusions that you can draw about what you ought to do when you accept 'it ought to be that a' as a premiss are the same as the conclusions you can draw from 'there is a good reason to do a' not solely because of the meaning of 'it ought to be that a' but also because of the fact that you accept it as a premiss in the context of deontic reasoning. This is why deontic reasoning with 'it ought to be that a' is not enthymematic or equivocating for reasoning with 'there is a good reason to do a'-it is a feature of acceptance as a premiss in deontic reasoning not a feature of meaning that makes the difference. 15 By ampliative reasoning I mean reasoning that allows us to conclude more than what is guaranteed to be true by our premisss.
need to verify that this account avoids the argument in Section 1 that showed that our problem cannot be solved if the reasoning consequence relation is both cut and monotonic (Sect. 3.2.3).
The formal implementation
So let us begin our discussion by formally implementing the idea that we have been informally discussing so far. I said that this account takes REO for granted and builds on it with two further claims. Since REO is already presented in formal terms, all we need to do in order to formally implement this idea is formalize the two further claims.
The first claim I added to REO was that we can reason from some claims about what we have good reason to do to the conclusion 'it ought to be that a' just in case according to REO, any set of reasons that includes these claims about what we have good reason to do explains why 'it ought to be that a' holds. So in symbols, you can conclude, for example, 'it ought to be that b'
from 'there is a good reason to do a' just in case for every ℜ such that {!(a)} ⊆ ℜ, ℜ |~H orty O(b).
The second claim that I added to REO is that when your premiss is 'it ought to be that a', the conclusions that you can draw from it are the conclusions that you can draw from 'there is a good reason to do a'. To see how this works formally, recall that we just said that you can conclude 'it ought to be that b' from 'there is a good reason to do a' just in case for every ℜ such that {!(a)} ⊆ ℜ, ℜ |~H orty O(b). Since my account says that when your premiss is 'it ought to be that a', the conclusions that you can draw about what you ought to do are the conclusions that you can draw from 'there is a good reason to do a', this means that you can conclude 'it ought to be that b' from 'it ought to be that a' just in case for every ℜ such that {!(a)} ⊆ ℜ, ℜ |~H orty O(b).
This tells us how to formalize my account of deontic reasoning for the special case of reasoning from 'it ought to be that a' to 'it ought to be that b'. Of course, we will want to know how to reason with sets of obligations rather than just a single obligation so we will need to generalize this idea to sets. This leads us to the following definition of a reasoning consequence relation that I will call for reasons that will become apparent later ╟ NonCut :
This definition tells us that we can conclude O(β) from a set of obligations just in case ℜ |~H orty O(β) where ℜ is a set of reasons that we have placed conditions (i) and (ii) 
The cases
Having formally implemented this account of deontic reasoning, I am now in a position to demonstrate in a precise way that it solves our problem. To solve our problem is to provide an account of deontic reasoning that entails that the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case is good reasoning but explosive reasoning is not. Formally, this means we want to show that the following claims hold:
even though the following one does not:
Let us verify that my account gets these results. Thus, our account of reasoning gets us exactly what we want: it entails that the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case is good reasoning but the explosive reasoning is not.
3.2.3
The reasoning consequence relation I argued in section 1 that we can get what we want only if the reasoning consequence relation is not both cut and monotonic. That argument appealed to the following derivation to establish this point. Replacing ╟ for ├, the derivation began with (1 ╟ ) which is ODS ╟ and (2 ╟ ) which is a special case of the reasoning in the speeding law case that we have called ODI ╟ :
By monotonicity, we got (3 ╟ ) and (4 ╟ ):
And then by cut, we are able to derive (5 ╟ ) from (3 ╟ ) and (4 ╟ ):
This derivation taught us that if the reasoning consequence relation is both cut and monotonic then our problem cannot because solved.
We know that my account solves our problem because, as we just saw, it accepts (1 ╟ ) and (2 ╟ ) but rejects (5 ╟ ), but do not yet know how it solves the problem. One way it could solve the problem is by rejecting monotonicty in a way that blocks the derivation of (3 ╟ ) or (4 ╟ ). Another other way it could solve the problem is by rejecting cut in a way that blocks the derivation of (5 ╟ ). Nothing in our discussion so far has suggested that one way of solving the problem is preferable to another.
The account I have developed, as the name suggests, solves the problem by rejecting cut.
And I will show in section 5 of this paper that we can define a variant of it that solves the problem by denying monotonicity instead. While this variant shares in many of the advantages of the account that I am developing here, it will be easiest to understand this non-monotonic account after having appreciated the non-cut account.
So for now let us focus on ╟ NonCut and see how it blocks this derivation. Recall that intuitively cut told us that there is no important difference between premisses and conclusions. This shows that the solution to our problem flows directly from the features of the account that shed light into why the deontic reasoning that we are interested in understanding is good reasoning. A feature of that account was that we reason as if we have good reasons to do what our premisses say we ought to do. It is this special role played by premisses that leads to the denial of cut.
Taking stock
What we have done in this section is build an account of deontic reasoning that fits closely with REO. The basic idea is that you reason well when you reason as if you have good
reasons to do what your premisses say you ought to do. We showed that this idea provides an explanatory solution to our problem because it vindicates the reasoning in Smith's case and the speeding law case and condemns explosive reasoning while shedding some light on why such reasoning is good and why such reasoning does not satisfy cut.
That said, it is worth highlighting two limitations of this account and the arguments given for it. First, I do not believe that the independent motivation for my account decisively rules out every alternative to it. There are other accounts such as ├ Truth that also could be used to give an account of deontic reasoning that fits with REO. that I introduced at the outset of this paper.
We have now accomplished the main task of this paper. We began the paper with a problem about how to reason with conflicting obligations (Sect. 0). We saw that this problem cannot be solved by deontic logic and, more generally, cannot be solved by any account that entails that the reasoning consequence relation is both cut and monotonic (Sect. 1). We then took a detour to introduce a particular version of the popular idea in ethics, REO (Sect. 2). And in this section we used REO along with two further claims to develop an independently plausible account of deontic reasoning (Sect. 3.1) that solves our problem and entails that the reasoning consequence relation is not cut (Sect. 3.2).
Having established our main results, I want to close the paper by considering some other problems (Sect. 4), discussing alternatives to my account (Sect. 5), and drawing a moral about the bearing of my account of reasoning on issues in deontic logic (Sect. 6).
Other problems
As we have seen from our earlier discussion, there is a close albeit imperfect connection between deontic logic and reasoning with conflicting obligations. Since there are a host of problems about conflicting obligations in deontic logic, it is natural to wonder about the corresponding problems for reasoning with conflicting obligations. While I believe that my account can solve the reasoning analogs of the problems about conflicting obligations from deontic logic that I am aware of, it would not be worthwhile for me to discuss each of these problems here. Instead, in this section I will provide a more abstract perspective on my account that will enable the interested reader to easily apply it to different problems concerning reasoning and verify for herself that it solves these problems.
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To get this more abstract perspective, consider the following principle:
for some M such that M is a maximally consistent subset of {α 1 , α 2, … , α n }.
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GP ╟ succinctly encapsulates the ideas about deontic reasoning that are central to my account.
Remember my idea about deontic reasoning says that we reason as if we have good
reasons to do what our premisses say we ought to do (Sect. 3). And recall that good reasons explain obligations by showing that they follow from a maximal consistent subset of such reasons (Sect. 2). Putting these together, we get that you may conclude 'it ought to be that β' if β follows from a maximal consistent subset of the things your premisses say that you ought to do.
And this is what GP ╟ says. 21 In making these remarks, I set aside issues concerning permission and conflicting obligations (see, for example, Brink 1994, pp. 235-6) . While these issues can be addressed within a generalization of my system that I develop in work in progress, that generalization does not follow from anything that is said below. Thanks to Errol Lord for pressing me about permissions. 22 Cases where a premiss says that a contradiction ought to be prevent this from being a biconditional. To strengthen this to a biconditional I would need to drop clause (i) in my definition of ╟ NonCut or add the condition that none of your premisses say that it ought to be the case that a contradiction holds.
GP ╟ also makes it is easy to see how my account avoids the problem that we began the paper with. To appreciate this, let us consider our original problem in a slightly different light.
That problem relies on ODS ╟ and SOC ╟ . A natural thought is that we can subsume both of these principles under a more general one: 24 We say:
where A is a set of sentences of L and ϕ is sentence of L) and (2) A* and ϕ* are the result of uniformly substituting some arbitrary sentence (in L) for an atomic sentence in A and ϕ, then A* R ϕ*. To see that ╟ NonCut is not closed under substitution, we need only use GP ╟ to check that while we accept ODS ╟ we do not accept the following clam:
In this way, GP ╟ is a succinct general statement of the main idea behind my account. And since this principle is simple, it will be easy for the interested reader to apply it for herself to various problems concerning reasoning.
Alternatives
As we know, my account solves the problem that I began the paper with by defining a non-cut reasoning consequence relation. But our result from section 1 suggested that our problem depends on both cut and monotonicity. And since nonmonotonic accounts of reasoning in other domains are familiar, this raises the question of whether there is a nonmonotonic account of deontic reasoning that can lead to an explanatory solution to our problem. So I want to show in this section how to develop a nonmonontic account of deontic reasoning that is a slight variant of
╟ NonMon
The easiest way to think of this nonmonotonic account of deontic reasoning is as a relaxation of our original account of deontic reasoning. Recall that our original account says that for every premiss you reason as if you have good reasons to do what that premiss says you ought This is the right result.
which is a kind of explosion result that we should not accept (cf. McNamara 2004, p. 20; Goble 2009, p. 468) . 25 These comments require either one of the strengthenings to a biconditional mentioned in n. 22. 26 What about other formal theories of reasoning that are not logics in the narrow sense? While I cannot discuss the details of these views here, it is worth pointing out that one such view known as adaptive deontic logic is strikingly similar to the views developed in this paper and especially this section. Adaptive logic can be thought of as a general theory of 'reasoning as if ' (cf. Batens 2008) . And adaptive deontic logics are a kind of non-monotonic formalism that has been used to approach our problem (Beirlaen, Straßer, Meheus 2013 , Straßer, Meheus, Beirlaen 2012 ). What's more, this formalism treats the problems discussed here in a similar way. Unfortunately, I must leave it to further work to compare in detail the differences and similarities between my proposal and the interesting proposals made by adaptive logicians. 27 I have chosen to write 'some minimal deontically sufficient subset' rather than writing 'every minimal … ' only because it is simplest to introduce the account in this way. All of the points made in the section also apply to the account that we get by writing 'every' rather than 'some'.
There are however two related problems that support adopting the 'every' proposal over the 'some' proposal (these remarks rely on the definition given in n. 28). First the 'some' proposal leads to an intuitively strange account of under we may conclude it O(a & b) from premise set that contains O(a) and O(b). We would have:
As is easy to see, this account is exactly the same as ╟ NonCut except that it says to reason as if you have good reasons to do what is in each minimal deontically sufficient subset. Of course, I have not presented a formal definition of a minimal deontically sufficient subset here. While this can be done, the intuitive idea of such a set is sufficient for our purposes so I will not bother to define the notion in the main text.
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Though I will leave the proof of this to the reader who is interested in working through all of the formal details, as promised this account solves our problem because it denies monotonicity. Specifically, while this account like ╟ NonCut accepts (1 ╟ ), (2 ╟ ), and (4 ╟ ), it rejects:
Since (3 ╟ ) follows from (1 ╟ ) assuming monotonicity, this shows that ╟ NonMon is not monotonic.
Thus, ╟ NonCut and ╟ NonMon alike solve the problem that we have been considering.
Two reasons to prefer ╟ NonCut
And we would lack:
But none the less, if we add O(¬b) to the premisses we would strangely get O(a & b) . That is, we have the following:
This oddity is related to a second strange result. While we would not have: Though it takes work to show this, we only get (*) and (**) because the conclusions follows from one but not all of the minimal deontically sufficient subsets. So the 'every' proposal avoids these problems. I thank the anonymous referee who brought these problems to my attention. 28 Here is how to do it:
A is a deontically sufficient subset of B iff (1) A ⊆ B and (2) A ├ Truth β for all β∈B.
A is a minimal deontically sufficient subset of B iff (1) A is a deontically sufficient subset of B and (2) there is no C such that C ⊂ A and C is a deontically sufficient subset of B. For these two reasons then, ╟ NonCut may be the better account of deontic reasoning.
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None the less, we should remember that both of these accounts of deontic reasoning provide explanatory solutions to our problems concerning reasoning with conflicting obligations.
Conclusion
Interestingly, having such an account of reasoning with conflicting obligations not only solves the problems that we set out to solve in this paper but also has consequences for issues in deontic logic. As I hinted at earlier, the rich literature in deontic logic has been concerned with developing logics that validate many inferences and allow for conflicting obligations without leading to inconsistency or explosion. It is important to know that since at least Chellas 1974 there have been logics that allow conflicting obligations without leading to inconsistency and 29 Another potential problem with ╟ NonMon is that it does not have the property of cautious monotonicity: Cautious Monotonicity: if A ╟ ϕ and A ╟ γ, then A, ϕ ╟ γ. To see that ╟ NonMon is not cautious monotonic, the interested reader may work through an example where A is {O(a), O(¬a), O(b)}, ϕ is O (a & b) , and γ is O(¬a & b). Thus both ╟ NonCut and ╟ NonMon fail to be cumulative relations (relations that are both cut and cautious monotonic). In this respect, they are both subject to the worries discussed in n. 8. I thank Lou Goble for asking me whether ╟ NonMon is cautious monotonic.
explosion. The problem that continues to occupy the attention of theorists is the problem of developing a logic that not only does this but also validates lots of inferences. In particular, deontic logicians have tried to develop logics that have enough valid inferences to explain the reasoning in cases like Smith's case and the speeding law case.
My account calls the idea that we have good reason to search for a logic that validates inferences corresponding to those cases in doubt. Because my account provides a direct explanation of the reasoning in these cases, there is little reason for us to insist on using the resources of deontic logic to explain them. 30 This means that it is mistaken to think that we should be unsatisfied with a deontic logic that does not validate enough inferences to explain these cases.
The upshot is that the account of reasoning with conflicting obligations that I have provided alleviates the need to move beyond the logics of conflicting obligations that we have had since the mid-1970s. Thus, one of the consequences of the account developed here is that we can be satisfied with these relatively weak logics.
Let us take stock: What we saw in this paper is that those who believe that there are conflicting obligations face a problem about understanding reasoning that cannot be adequately resolved by appeal to deontic logic. We then developed an account of reasoning with conflicting obligations that provides an explanatory solution to this problem. And we saw that this account looks to be promising general theory of deontic reasoning. Ultimately, it is this ability to provide 30 So I disagree with Lou Goble (2005) who worries about using a consequence relation that is not a logical consequence relation to account for Smith's case: 'It does not give an account of the ordinary validity of the original argument regarding Smith's service. Instead it offers a weaker substitute, perhaps to explain the appearance of (ordinary) validity' (p. 407). My view is that in the first instances our firmest judgement about Smith's case is that it is a piece of good reasoning. As I see it, deontic logicians have taken this as evidence that the relevant inference is valid. But since my account directly explains why it is good reasoning, there is no reason to try to account for this in terms of validity.
a general explanatory solution to our problems concerning deontic reasoning that I think is the main piece of evidence in favour my account.
And while I admit more work remains to be done to provide a fully worked out picture of deontic reasoning, the work I have done here is enough to equip the advocate of conflicting obligations with an account that they can use to solve the main problems about reasoning for their approach. More generally, I hope to have shown that there are distinctive problems concerning reasoning with conflicting obligations and that addressing these problems requires us to think hard about issues in both ethics and deontic logic. 
